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INVESTIGATING THE FEASIBILITY OF USER-PAYS LOADING AND UNLOADING 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

The Australian Livestock and Rural Transporters Association (ALRTA) is pleased to provide this final 

report to the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) as required under the NHVR Round 3 Heavy 

Vehicle Safety Initiative (HVSI) Funding Agreement between ALRTA and NHVR. 

The report outlines the: 

• Objective 

• Activities 

• Outcomes and  

• Expenditure 

of this NHVR funded project. 

Objective 

The objective of this feasibility trial is to demonstrate an innovative cost recovery funding mechanism 

that overcomes market failure, and to create a business case that incentivises rapid infrastructure 

improvements throughout the livestock road transport supply chain to deliver a safety outcome. 

The trial was designed to test how much transport operators are willing to pay to use an unloading 

frame, on a per-use basis. The trial aimed to install a stock crate Pivoting Access Landing (PAL) frame 

at a major processing facility. The purpose and operational requirements of the trial were promoted 

to operators delivering livestock to the processing facility. Payment and tracking (Avdata) facilities 

were to be linked.  

The data collected via the Avdata system (usage rates at particular price points) and from the host 

processing facility (daily truck numbers delivering to the facility) has been compiled and analysed to 

form the basis of a feasibility report (see Attachment A). Other data concerning quantifiable benefits, 

for example the number of reported safety incidents and a comparison of unloading times, with and 

without access to the PAL frame, have also been documented and included in that report. 

Project activities 

1. Execution of a tripartite deed between the project managers, ALRTA, host site, Kilcoy Pastoral 

Company Ltd (now Kilcoy Global Foods), and the PAL frame supplier, ProWay Livestock 

Equipment Pty Ltd, on 27 November 2018. 

2. Avdata Australia was contracted to provide technical expertise in data collection and analysis, 

and user charge services. 

3. ALRTA representatives conducted an observational survey of the time taken to unload stock 

crates at the processing facility prior to the installation of the PAL frame. 

4. The PAL frame was built on site at Kilcoy in SE Queensland. To improve site conditions a 

concrete pad was installed at the site in December 2018. 

5. ProWay worked over several months to solve the technical issues impeding the operation of 

the PAL frame. The PAL frame eventually became fully operational in August 2019.  

6. A letter was emailed to transport operators known to deliver cattle to Kilcoy Global Foods. 

Signage was erected on site explaining the user-pays trial and the charging regimen. 
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7. The planned 12-week user-pays trial ran from 6 September 2019 and extended to 

15 December 2019 inclusive. Unfortunately, during this time there was a two-week period 

where the PAL frame was not operational. The trial saw the usage charge start at $15.00 per 

use and reduce by $2.50 every two weeks until it was $2.50 per use in the last weeks of the 

trial. 

8. The Assistant Minister for Road Safety and Freight Transport, Scott Buchholz, officially 

launched the user-pays trial, along with Kilcoy Global Foods Chief Operating Officer, 

Jiah Falcke, LRTAQ member, Fiona Wild, and NHVR’s Sal Petroccitto at Kilcoy Global Foods on 

23 September 2019. 

9. A news video and project promotional video were recorded at the launch event and can be 

viewed on YouTube. See https://youtu.be/k3wTAy5aPdM . The video will be a useful resource 

for future promotion of the installation of safe unloading infrastructure to the livestock supply 

chain – and, potentially, the user-pays cost recovery approach. 

10. ALRTA conducted an observational survey of the time taken to unload cattle at Kilcoy Global 

Foods when using the PAL frame. 

11. User feedback was obtained by phone calls to livestock transport operators and drivers who 

had used the PAL frame. 

12. ALRTA collated data and prepared a business case report on the feasibility of installing user-

pays infrastructure on a user-pays cost recovery basis. 

Outcomes 

The outcomes of the project include: 

1. Installation of a safe unloading platform at Kilcoy Global Foods processing facility that 

reduces the risk of injury to drivers when unloading cattle from stock crates. 

2. ProWay designed and constructed an innovative access landing to create a site-specific 

solution – an unloading frame that moves completely parallel to stock crates rather than 

pivoting into position. This design may have application in other locations with similar site 

limitations. 

3. Production of a feasibility report outlining the business case for the installation of safety 

infrastructure on a user-pays cost-recovery basis. 
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Conclusion 
ALRTA’s user-pays trial at Kilcoy Global Foods, demonstrated that sharing the cost with users 

of installing a pivoting or parallel unloading platform, such as ProWay’s crate PAL, by investing 

in a user-pays system (like Avdata) is a feasible option for recovering capital expenditure. 

Owners and operators of livestock loading and unloading facilities therefore have a realistic 

opportunity to improve safety and animal welfare outcomes, and reduce their risk exposure, 

by installing high quality infrastructure on a cost recovery basis. A PAL unloading platform 

provides a safe and efficient method for unloading livestock while minimising the risk of slips, 

trips, falls, bruising and abrasions, serious injury and loss of life. Unloading facilities that 

separate people and animals improve animal welfare and have benefits for all the people and 

businesses in the supply chain who are responsible for managing health and safety for 

livestock transport activities. 

The estimated timeframe for cost recovery of PAL frame installation may be around 2 - 3 years, 

depending on a range of factors including: 

• The initial cost of the PAL frame, which is subject to the specific requirements or 

limitations of the site 

• The number of trucks delivering to the facility and the frequency of deliveries 

• The usage charge point 

• Whether PAL frame usage is available on a voluntary basis or made compulsory. 

Just do it Nike! 

 

 

 

 




